TOY#  243 A + B

NAME: Rolling Reflections

PIECES: 1

AGE: 6 months and up

LEVEL: Infant  Toddler

PRICE: $25.00

MANUFACTURE: Discovery Toys

LINK:  
https://sl.ocls.ca/uhtbin/cgisirsi/x/0/0/57/5/0?searchdata1=263115%7BCKEY%7D&searchfield 1=GENERAL%5ESUBJECT%5EGENERAL%5E%5E&user_id=WEBSERVER

DESCRIPTION: 1 Blue and red rolling toy with yellow mirror and jingle bells.

CHILDREN AND PLAY: Infants are able to roll the toy around and always see their reflection in the balanced mirror.

SKILL DEVELOPMENT: Stimulates a baby’s curiosity and encourages a beginning crawler to move and explore, helping to develop small and large muscle skills. Also promotes auditory and visual discrimination and cause and effect relationships.

CARE: Can be wiped clean with a damp cloth.

DONATED BY: Marilynn Yeates--Early Childhood Education Professor 1993
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